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HORIZON 2020 - PIC NOVA.ID.FCT

For the participation in a project proposal under certain EU programmes (eg. H2020, Creative Europe, COSME, Erasmus+, etc.), organisations need to be registered and have a 9-digit Participant Identification Code that identifies them near the European Commission.

The Participant Identification Code (also known as PIC number) helps to avoid multiple registrations and redundant requests for information, facilitates the effort to keep participant entity-related information up-to-date, and facilitates communication and interactions with the Commission and its Agencies.

NOVA.id.FCT is already registered with the Commission.

Therefore, there is a PIC code and a set information associated to it that must be provided each time a proposal is submitted by the institution staff:

**PIC:** 937405091

**Legal name:** NOVA ID FCT - ASSOCIACAO PARA A INOVACAO E DESENVOLVIMENTO DA FCT

**Short name:** NOVAid

**Address of the organization:**

**Town** CAPARICA

**Postcode** 2829 516

**Street** CAMPUS DE CAPARICA

For any queries about the NOVA.ID.FCT PIC, please contact the IRIS Office.

*Despite being a private organisation, in the light of the H2020 programme rules, according to the EC legal services, NOVA.ID.FCT is a research organisation, non-profit, funding rate for NOVA.ID.FCT is up to 100%.*